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MEDIA RELEASE
Update: Employees are being hoisted to surface at Sibanye-Stillwater’s Thembelani mine
Johannesburg, 30 April 2019: Sibanye-Stillwater (Tickers JSE: SGL and NYSE: SBGL) is pleased to advise that
it has concluded the inspection of the Thembelani shaft and begun to hoist employees from
underground.
The shaft inspection confirmed that it was safe to hoist employees from the 14th level of the Thembelani
shaft. More than 1,500 employees have been safely brought to surface, with the remaining employees
being gradually hoisted to surface.
There have been no injuries reported and a further update will be provide in due course.
Background: At about 13:00 today, some rails which were being transported underground at the
Thembelani shaft, Rustenburg, whilst being slung under the conveyance, came loose and fell down the
shaft. While an inspection were performed by the shaft personnel, approximately 1,800 day shift
employees were waiting at the shaft stations at the Thembelani shaft.
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This press release is for information purposes only and does not constitute or form part of an offer to sell or
the solicitation of an offer to buy or subscribe to any securities of Sibanye-Stillwater. For the full set of
results, please refer to https://www.sibanyestillwater.com/investors/financial-reporting/operatingfinancial-updates/2018. This press release should not be sent, distributed, transmitted or otherwise made
available in or into the United States or any other jurisdiction where it would be impermissible to do so.
The securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the United States
Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act") or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other
jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered, sold, resold, transferred or delivered, directly or
indirectly, in the United States except pursuant to registration under, or an exemption from the registration
requirements of, the Securities Act. There will be no public offering of securities in the United States or any
other jurisdiction.
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The securities have not been approved or disapproved by the US Securities and Exchange Commission,
and state securities commission in the United States or any other US regulatory authority. Any
representation to the contrary is a criminal offence in the United States.
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